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THE NORTH CAROLINA COASTAL AREA MANAGEMENT ACT —

A PROGRAM OF STATE-LOCAL GOVERNMENT COOPERATIVE

PLANNING IN THE COASTAL ZONE

Arthur V. Cooper

North Carolina Department of Natural and Economic Resources

Raleigh, North Carolina 27611

North Carolina is one of the few States in the nation to have enacted
and begun Implementation of comprehensive coastal zone management
legislation. Passage of the act represented a major legislative
triumph for supporters of the concept of land use planning. Success
ful implementation of all of the administrative mandates in the act,
If accomplished, will represent a monument to perserverence in the
face of substantial problems. In this paper I will outline the history
and substance of North Carolina's Coastal Area Management Act of 197*».
In addition, I will comment on our experience with Implementation of
the act, on our efforts to develop a cemprehensvie State coastal zone
management program and on some of the major problems we have encountered.

The Coastal Area Management Act of 1974 (CAMA) emerged from a realiza
tion, now over ten years old, that some sort of management program for
North Carolina's coastal resources was desperately needed. This reali
zation paralleled, of course, a similar awakening of concern on the
national level. In 1969, the General Assembly passed an act requiring
the Department of Conservation and Development to develop a comprehensive
and enforceable plan for the management of the State's estuaries. The
CAMA was the legislative descendent of that mandate. Early versions of
the bill, prepared in 1972, envisioned a major role for State government
in the planning and management process. As the bill went through various
public hearings, legislative committee meetings and revision, the basic
program that developed envisioned a clear division of responsibility
among the various levels of government, with major responsibility for
planning at the local government level and responsibility for technical
services, coordination and establishment of guidelines for planning vested
at the State level. Implementation and enforcement were viewed as joint
responsibilities.

As much revised version of the bill was introduced Into the 1973 session
of the Legislature, but no action was taken on it during that session.
Extensive public hearings were held during the summer of 1973 and several
intensive discussions with other States trying to develop similar programs
(Florida, Maine, Vermont) were held during the fall of 1973- A legisla
tive committee substitute was introduced in early 1974. This bill was
probably as heavily lobbied and debated as any bill that has been consid
ered by the North Carolina Legislature in modern timos. Floor debate in
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the two houses alone exceeded 15 hours. Some amendments were added to
the bill as it wended its way through the legislature, virtually all of
which were designed to enhance the role of local government and to make
provisions of the act more specific. Ultimately, it passed both houses
and was enrolled on the next to last day of the I974 session.

The requirements of the act are instructive as they provide a general
view of the framework within which our program of coastal zone management
is developing.

--First, the act mandates a joint state-local program of planning and
management for the coastal zone. The first substantive section of the
act, titled Cooperative State and Local Programs, describes this man
date. It says that The Coastal Area Management Act establishes a
cooperative program of coastal ared management between local and state
governments. Local government shall establish areas of environmental
concern. With regard to planning, stuto government shall act primarily
in a supportive standard setting and review capacity, except where
local governments do not elect to exercise: their initiative. Enforce
ment shall be a concurrent state and local responsibility.

--The act defines the coastal zone in terns of a set of very specific
criteria. In effect, any county that borders on either the Atlantic
Ocean or any body of water that contains salt water (coastal sound),
is by definition a coastal county.

--A 15-member Coastal Resources Commission is established to supervise
the program. The qualifications of the members are specified. Twelve
of the 15 are to be nominated by local governments and all 15 ultimate
ly are chosen by the Governor.

--A It7-member Coastal Advisory Council, made up of representatives of
local government, various state agencies and several interest groups
is also established. The Council advises the Secretaries of Adminis
tration and Natural and Economic Resources on general administration
of the program.

--The act assigns the responsibility for oversight of the planning effort
jointly to the Department of Administration and the Department of
Natural and Economic Resources-(DNER), and has assigned the responsi
bility for implementation to DNER. A point of some relevance here has
to do with the structure of DNER. Concurrent v/i th the effort to pass
the Coastal Area Management Act a bill was also passed that extensively
reorganized DNER. As a result of that legislation, DNER has a breadth
of authority that is almost unique in natural resource agencies. The
department now contains the state's programs in air and water pollution
control, local government planning, marine fisheries, economic develop
ment, recreation, forestry, minerals and fish and wildlife. Virtually
all of those responsibilities needed to develop a coastal zone program
are, as a result, located in one department.

--One of the principal features of the program is its provision for a
mandatory program of land use planning by local governments. The act
is mandatory and not permissive in that regard. It says, effectively,
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"thou shalt plan and if you don't, the State will." It also prescribes
the schedule on which that planning Is to be carried out. Furthermore,
the act also calls for development of guidelines by which the planning
is to be executed. These guidelines are developed by State agencies
and approved by the Commission before becoming effective.

--The act authorizes designation of critical environmental areas, what
the act refers to as areas of environmental concern, by the Commission.
It defines seven broad categories of areas of environmental concern,
provides criteria for recognizing these and provides for designation
both on an Interim basis and a permanent basis- Coastal marshes,
navigable and public trust waters, productive areas, actual and poten
tial recreation and wildlife areas, historic sites, hazard areas and
key facility sites are examples of areas that can qualify for designa
tion as areas of environmental concern.

--A program of permits for developments in areas of environmental concern
is also established. These are divided into major permits and minor
permits. Local governments can qualify for the authority to issue
minor permits If they wish to do so. Major permits are Issued by the
Commission, and the Commission acts as an adjudicatory and appeal body
at the state level for all actions on permits.

--The act strongly suggests that DNER develop a program of permit coor
dination, not only of the permits for development in areas of environ
mental concern, but for all other existing environmental permit programs.
DNER is instructed to assure that these permits are issued in a coordi
nated fashion, as there are fairly precise requirements for permit
coordination and joint review written into the act.

—Finally, the act contains in several places pointed statements relating
to the taking of private property rights by government and assurances
for the protection of private property rights.

To recapitulate, then, the basic concept of the act is to develop a truly
cooperative planning process, involving State and local government, each
with fairly specific, well-prescribed, roles. The actual implementation
of all of this, tts orchestration so to speak, is assigned to the Secretary
of ONER and to the Commission. The allocation of functions is instructive:

--To State government:

provide technical data,

draft general guidelines for planning,

review plans for uniformity and conformity with the guidelines and
with State plans,

o
develop certain elements of enforcement and,

develop the federal consistency part of th
management program for submission to OCZM.
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--To Local government:

o

the basic execution of land use planning,
Q

the execution of a comprehensive program of public participation.

o

responsibility for granting permits for minor developments in areas
of environmental concern (if a government unit chooses to do so) and,

enforcement, particularly outside of areas of environmental concern.

—To the Commission:

o

general delegation of quasi-legislative authority from the Legislature,
o

approval of guidelines and amendment;; thereto,
o

designation of areas of environmental concern,
o

permit decisions and appeals and,
o

liaison and mediation.

Because of the highly controversial nature of the act, and because of the
bitter legislative controversy that surrounded its passage, there was con
cern that its implementation might be a difficult, If not impossible, task
Such has not proven to be the case. Although there have been some problems
In implementation, chiefly associated with organization of State level
staff and with coordination in the face of the very demanding time schedule
contained in the act, the process has gcr.-rally gone much better than might
have been predicted.

The act became effective on July 1, I97I1. The Governor actually defined
the coastal area prior to that date (as the act required) on the basis
of the criteria included in the act. Gubernatorial designation was ef
fectively a pro forma action as the criteria of the act are so specific
as to allow Tittle or no latitude in interpretation. So defined, there
are 20 counties in the coastal area. These are the counties that lie
east of a line that begins at the western edge of the Dismal Swamp and
runs south to the city of New Bern and thence to the South Carolina line
along the tier of counties that front the ocean.

The Commission was appointed in early July and the Advisory Council in
September of 1974. Both have been act Ivy ever since.

The guide) incs for local planning were promulgated during the sumter of
197*1, were extensively considered by the Commission prior to review by
local governments during the fall and finally adopted on the 27th of
January, 1975. These guidelines provide a summary of the planning re
quirements in layman's language. They also provide the requirements for
the technical details of the planning process, including requirements
that local governments set goals, that the-/ utilize and apply a land
classification system and that they nominate areas of environmental con
cern. And finally, the guidelines also include the first cut of statements
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on definitions of areas of environmental concern and permissible uses
In such areas.

The local government planning effort began last fall. All 20 counties
and 84 towns and cities tn the coastal area indicated their desire to
carry out their own planning. They have accepted the planning challenge
that has been offered them. DNER has, by a judicious massaging of funds
already available to It and funds that have so kindly been made avail
able by the Office of Coastal Zone Management, managed to make available
something in excess of $1,000,000 to.these local governments for use tn
their planning activities. The 20 counties and 8m towns and cities have
been consolidated into 46 separate contracts for planning purposes.
These contracts became effective on the first of January, 1975, and will
remain tn effect until June of 1976.

First drafts of all local government land use plans were submitted to
the Commission for evaluation on November 23, 1975. These plans have
been reviewed in detail by a task force of M0-50 DNER staff and repre
sentatives of other State and Federal agencies. This review has con
centrated on technical details of the plans, the extent to which the
plans reflect coordination with government agency planning, the degree
to which plans are coordinated with one another and the manner tn which
region-wide problems and interests are addressed. After review by the
Commission In mid-December, the plans will be returned to local govern
ments for revision, public hearings and final submission by May 21, 1976.

Throughout the entire local planning effort, heavy emphasis has been
placed on public participation. The Commission early in the development
of Its guidelines, requested that local governments make efforts, differ
ent in intensity and scope from traditional effort, to involve the public
tn the planning process. Extensive use has been made of newspaper, radio
and television coverage. A real effort has been made to involve major
Interest groups In plan development, and In several areas 100% contact
with local citizens has been accomplished. Evidence of a satisfactory
meeting of the public participation requirements outlined In the guide
lines will be required by the Commission as an element of plan approval.

Preliminary nominations for Interim areas of environmental concern were
proposed by the Secretary of ONER in the fall of 1974. These have been
debated by the Commission for several months and their strategy at the
present time appears to be to let the local governments come back with
recommendations for such areas in their preliminary land use plans.
These recommendations will be consolidated with the Commission's own
views and action on this subject will be taken in conjunction with the
approval of land use plans.

One study of permit coordination has already been completed and an
additional, more extensive, study is now underway. Although no final
outcome of these studies can be predicted, It is clear that one of the.
potential benefits local governments see as Inherent in the Coastal Area
Management program Is the opportunity it offers for a less painful, more
efficient regulatory process. If an expedited, direct and coordinated
permit process can be evolved at the State level, then a major step will
have been taken to achieve acceptance of land use planning in the coastal
area.
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DNER has been thoroughly re-organized Internally so that the agency's
Internal structure reflects a more efficient organization designed to
meet the present-day demands. New divisions of Resource Planning and
Evaluation and Community Assistance have been created. A principal
motivation in establishing these divisions has been to facilitate DNER's
involvement in land use planning and coastal zone management. As a
part of this reorganization, DNER has developed a system of regional
offices, two of which are located In the coastal zone. The principle
lying behind this move is a desire to try to decentralize our program
delivery service and get it closer to the place where problems are and
where people are making decisions.

We have learned a great deal from our experience with implementation so
far. Our experiences will be of general use to other States attempting
to develop their own coastal management programs.

First of all, public acceptance of the program on the whole has been good.
There are some notable exceptions to this but, generally speaking, public
acceptance has been better than we had dared hope it would be. Our sit
uation in the legislature also seems reasonably good. There has not yet
been any concerted effort to try to amend the act in any substantive way.
Most people seem to be taking the position, "let's watch the program and
see what happens."

I think, all things considered, that we were fortunate to have had the
bloodletting that was involved in the legislative debate over our act
prior to its passage. There were no issues that were debated in conjunc
tion with our bill that are any different from issues that have been
deoated anyplace else.

One of our major problems has been coordinating and orchestrating the
program. The extremely rapid pace at which our act requires us to move,
the large number of actors that are Involved, and the diversity of their
interests, have led to some really monumental problems of coordination.
When one considers that we have been reorganizing our entire department
at the same time, we have the feeling that we are running a monstrous,
juggling program. However, I think we have finally gotten the program
to the point where it is reasonably well institutionalized and we think
that we are beginning to narrow down our coordination problems.

One of the most serious difficulties that we have encountered is a

general lack of technical data. The act requires state government to
supply technical data, but unfortunately, when we began to try to do this,
we discovered that there was precious little in the way of technical data
to give to local governments. The State has been trying to get the re
sponsibility and authorization to do this type of work for ten or 15
years but our legislature has not seen fit to give us the funds to do it.
This shortage of technical data is manifested in a shortage of such funda
mental items as topographic maps and aerial photographs. Most of the
initial technical assistance has been related to provision of elementary
information such as available topographic maps and, where such maps are
not available, substitutes. Our staff is now mapping several AEC classes
and is preparing technical guidel ines for permissible uses in AECs. In
addition, limited effort is being devoted to development of a data storage
and retrieval system for technical information.
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One problem that of course, has been critical to our program is the matter
of the qualifications of local government to undertake a complex planning
effort. Most, of the local governments in our coastal zone would probably
fall any test that might be used to assess their capability to accept
responsibility for a major planning program. There are a lot of reasons
for this. The baste one is that they don't have any experience at plan
ning. What we are doing is starting from scratch with people who do not
have any real experience with planning. This obviously makes development
of a region-wide planning effort difficult. Therefore, one of our major
thrusts has been to stimulate Interest in planning at the local govern
ment level. It Is time consuming to do this but it is necessary. Polit
ically there Is no way one can hope to implement a coastal management
program without dealing with local government and its frequently limited
ability. One might just as well recognize this fact.

Designation of areas of environmental concern, is, I think, going to be
a problem. With respect to our act, this is the first place where real
regulatory actions take place. It is the ftrst place where the Commis
sion may take an action that can infringe on somebody's property rights.
Thus, the Commission has been approaching this subject with extreme
caution. We can anticipate that we are going to have many a round on this
subject before we actually get the matter to a conclusion.

The matter of institutionalization of the program in state government ts
a very Important consideration. The way we have chosen to institutional
ize our program Is probably somewhat different from the way others might
have gone about it. We did not choose to set up a separate agency to
manage our coastal zone. There is no organization anywhere in North
Carolina that one can find on any government chart that Is labeled "coastal
zone management." The coastal zone management program Is a program assign
ed for Implementation to DNER. It Is being Implemented through DNER's
established division structure, with tasks assigned to the appropriate
division for execution.

There are several reasons behind this posture. First, we felt that the
institutionalization of a program in this way would provide greater
opportunity for coordination and would have the greatest fallout value
on other agency programs. There Is nothing that we are doing now in our
coastal zone program that wouldn't be completely applicable statewide In
a statewide land use program. What we are really doing Is setting the
stage for that type of activity by placing our agency in a posture to be
able to deal with that kind of problem, If and when it comes. Second,
with the program Institutionalized that way, diffused. It seems to us
that it would be a little more difficult for the program to be excised
by a legislature. It becomes a less visible activity and a more deeply
rooted agency-wide program. Finally, we felt that we could do the pro
gram more economically in this way, because there would be less neces
sity to build up a substantial bureaucracy to administer it.

We hope to be able to have our management plan, (Section 306 proposal),
developed sometime during the upcoming fiscal year. Thus, we will be
looking for approval sometime around January of 1977. We feel that our
Coastal Area Management Act provides a good planning framework and that
we have all the authority we need as regards planning. However, our state
implementation powers may need further consideration as the plan is de
veloped. We must resort to efforts resembling those of other states,
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making full use of existing powers and coordinating these, In order to
fully meet the requirements of Section 306 of the Federal act. We have
a substantial number of other existing powers that can be utilized. By
drawing these together, we will be able to do an acceptable job of im
plementing our program.

In this regard we feel that one of the Important positive elements of
our State program Is the composition and structure of the implementing
agency, DNER. We think we are very fortunate to have as many authori
ties as we have, ranging from local government planning to pollution
control, in one agency. We feel that such a scope of authority provides
us with the maximum opportunity for coordination.

In summary, our Coastal Area Management Act provides what we consider to
be a strong basis for development of a State program. It mandates a
planning effort and the framework for regulation. In order to achieve
maximum success under the act, however, we must develop full coordina
tion of existing state programs and integration of these with the state
act.
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COASTAL ZONE LEGISLATION: LOUISIANA LANDMARKS,
LABYRINTHS AND LOGROLLING
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Jack R. Van Lopik
Center for Wetland Resources, Louisiana State University

Baton Rouge, Louisiana

Abstract. The evolution of coastal zone management in Louisiana has
indicated needs for better understanding of coastal ecosystem func
tion, increased cooperation between state agencies and universities
to permit more effective use of existing knowledge, and evaluation
of proposed legislation in terms of complexity, cost, continuity,
content, competence, control and coordination.

Introduction. There is clearly a need for coastal zone management
legislation in Louisiana. It Is equally apparent that university
resources and capabilities should be organized to assist state agencies,
legislative bodies, citizens' associations, special-Interest groups and
others In designing and implementing effective legislation. Lack of
Information regarding our coastal systems and how they function has
been mentioned several times at this meeting. It is also true, how
ever, that there are great gaps between existing bodies of knowledge
and the utilization of this knowledge in coastal zone management and
development.

Neils Bohr once defined an expert as "one who knows some of the worst
mistakes that can be made in his field and how to avoid them." If we

employ both criteria, we probably don't have a coastal zone management
expert In this room—or in this nation. I certainly don't claim to be
one, but I have had the opportunity during the past twenty years to be
associated with numerous activities relating to coastal zone research
and development. This experience has been obtained through affiliation
with governmental, industrial and—for the past seven years—academic
organizations. My remarks will focus on activities in Louisiana during
the past several years, but I do not believe they are constrained by
"ivory tower" perspectives. You will, however, need some background
information concerning the Center for Wetland Resources to appreciate
the scope of our coastal zone interests.
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Coastal Zone Programs of the LSU Center for Wetland Resources. The
Center for Wetland Resources of Louisiana State university consists of
three organizational units, i.e., the Coastal Studies Institute, the
Office of Sea Grant Development, and the Department of Marine Sciences.
The Coastal Studies Institute was established in 1954 and has been
primarily supported—on a continuing basis—by Geography Programs,
Office of Naval Research. The Institute's worldwide research program
focuses on coastal form-process relationships. With the exception of
Antarctica, field investigations have been conducted along coasts of
all world continents. Land-sea-air Interaction phenomena are concur
rently examined In terms of their physical oceanographic, hydrologic,
meteorologic, geomorphic, sedlmentologic and—to a lesser degree—
chemical components. The development of predictive methodologies for
assessing process function and variation is a prime concern. Although
coastal phenomena are studied at appropriate localities throughout the
world, approximately 40 percent of the Institute's activities have
dealt with deltaic, estuarine, littoral and nearshore processes in
Louisiana.

The Office of Sea Grant Development was created in 1968 to direct and
administer the Louisiana Sea Grant Program—supported by the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration of the U.S. Department of
Commerce and by the State of Louisiana. The primary purpose of the
program is to bring the expertise of the state's universities to bear
on practical problems associated with the management and development of
Louisiana's coastal and marine areas and resources. The program includes
major research, education and advisory service efforts. Approximately
thirty-five principal investigators and seventy graduate students—
representing sixteen different departments at LSU and three other uni
versities—are presently involved in the program. The more than thirty
individual projects are grouped within four programmatic areas concerned
with (a) systems ecology, (b) law and socioeconomics, (c) coastal infor
mation and (d) fisheries and seafood technology. Projects within these
areas—and the total program—are developed and coordinated to provide
direct support to coastal zone management goals. For example, a
sociologic study was conducted to determine the decision-making or
legitimizing infrastructure of coastal communities. This work has pro
vided input to the preliminary design of coastal zone management proce
dures and identified key individuals who will largely control acceptance
or rejection of proposed management structures. A participant in this
study is presently the public participation director for Louisiana's
coastal zone management program.

The Department of Marine Sciences is the instructional arm of the Center.
Enrollment is limited to thirty-five or forty graduate students—usually
divided fairly equally between M.S. and Ph.D. degree candidates. No
undergraduate courses or degrees are offered. More than sixty marine-
related graduate courses are available through several departments, and
programs can be tailored to Individual needs. The two most commonly
selected fields of specialization are coastal physical oceanography and
estuarine/marshland ecology. Marine Sciences faculty hold Joint appoint
ments with the Coastal Studies Institute, the Office of Sea Grant Devel
opment, or selected academic departments at LSU. Most faculty members
teach one course per year and supervise graduate students—research
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and/or public service activities actually comprise 70 percent of their
work load.

The three organizational units of the Center directly employ twenty-five
Ph.D.'s and fifty administrative and technical support personnel.
Although these Individuals are primarily engaged in continuing Insti
tute and Sea Grant research/public service programs, special short-term
projects are also conducted for various sponsors.

The Center, in cooperation with the LSU Law School, is presently working
on a 2-year project financed by the Ford Foundation. This work involves
investigation of coastal zone management in France, England, the
Netherlands and Louisiana. Of special concern are institutional
arrangements and mechanisms for incorporating scientific and technical
Information in decision-making processes. The Center is also partici
pating in coastal aspects of UNESCO's Man and the Biosphere Program.
This applied, interdisciplinary program will attempt to improve inter
national communication and cooperation in specific man/environment
problem areas. Approximately eighty nations have expressed Interest,
and it appears that twenty-five or so will establish national com
mittees covering some fourteen environmental fields. The U.S. State
Department has established fourteen national directorates covering
these fields—one of which focuses on coastal areas and resources.

Efforts are now being made to define goals and objectives and estab
lish effective liaison with other U.S. and foreign directorates.

In Louisiana, the Center has been vitally concerned with all aspects of
environmental problems relating to the development of an offshore super-
port. Several oil companies have formed a consortium (Louisiana Off
shore Oil Port, Inc., or LOOP) and have submitted requests for con
struction and operation licenses to both the U.S. Department of
Transportation and the Louisiana Offshore Terminal Authority. The
project Includes an offshore terminal, several 17-mile pipelines to
shore, storage facilities (in leached-out cavities in a salt dome), and
an 80-mile onshore pipeline. Initial throughput of more than 1 million
barrels per day is foreseen, and primary distribution will be to the
U.S. Midwest (via the existing Capline to Illinois) and Louisiana refin
eries. Extensive coastal zone environmental studies are described in a

series of four reports (1), published by the Center, and the environ
mental baseline or assessment documents (2) which we prepared for LOOP.
As charged by state law, cooperative efforts of the directors of the
Louisiana Offshore Terminal Authority, the Louisiana Wildlife and
Fisheries Commission and the LSU Center for Wetland Resources have

produced and promulgated a comprehensive environmental protection plan
(3) that must be followed in all phases of Louisiana superport develop
ment, construction and operation. This plan is actually an Integral
part of the coastal zone management program presently being developed
for Louisiana.
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Coastal Zone Management in Louisiana. Louisiana's coastal area encom
passes more than 7 million acres—almost equally divided between coastal
marshes and estuarine water bodies. More coastal marshlands are found
here than along the entire seaboard of the eastern United States. The
straight shoreline distance between Mississippi and Texas is approxi
mately 260 miles, but this crenulated margin can easily be measured as
more than 17,000 miles. It is a region of tremendous productivity,
diversity and complexity—one that is neither adequately understood nor
appreciated. Historically, the only governmental organization whose
role even approaches having a comprehensive overview of many activities
in the region is the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. Through the Corps'
New Orleans District and Lower Mississippi Valley Division, numerous
flood control, hurricane protection, and navigation projects have been
implemented in the Louisiana wetlands. In addition, the New Orleans
office issues more than half of all dredging permits issued in the United
States annually by the Corps of Engineers. The existing permit system—
and recent court-dictated expansion of related authority—makes the Corps
the dominant federal element in Louisiana coastal zone planning. There
are, however, twenty-six state agencies that have varying degrees of
interest and authority in coastal zone matters. Four or five of these
agencies are truly active in coastal zone affairs and must issue "letters
of no objection" to assure approval of project or permit requests. The
Louisiana Wildlife and Fisheries Commission has played a key state-agency
role In the past.

By the late 1960s there was a growing awareness in Louisiana that the
biologic and economic productivity of the coastal zone was being
imperiled by fragmented management, improper development and lack of
systematic research. In 1971, the governor had established the
Louisiana Advisory Commission on Coastal and Marine Resources to inves
tigate the situation and—within 2 years—issue a comprehensive report.
1 was privileged to be appointed to this ten-member body, which included
balanced representation among coastal landowners, conservationists, oil
and gas developers, agriculturists, labor interests, state resource
administrators, water transportation industrialists, fishermen, and
academic scientists. Although each commission member represented a
special interest group, a spirit of cooperation was readily achieved
that led to effective identification of public and state "best"
interest in coastal zone management. The commission and staff con
cluded its work in 1973 with the publication of Louisiana Wetlands
Prospectus (4). The report includes forty recommendations concerning
coastal zone needs and problems and forms the foundation for much of
the work presently being conducted in Louisiana under Section 305 of the
federal Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972.

The governor has charged the Louisiana State Planning Office—in coopera
tion with the Louisiana Wildlife and Fisheries Commission, the Louisiana
Coastal Commission, and the Louisiana Sea Grant Program—with responsi
bility for conduct of plan-development efforts under Section 305 of the
federal act. A study management team—consisting of the directors of
the four agencies—has been established and meets monthly to provide
program overview and direction. Five task teams have been staffed to
conduct specific work elements. The task teams deal with economic
trends, intergovernmental relations, environmental considerations, legal
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authority/problems, and public participation. Representatives from each
task team meet weekly as a technical coordinating committee to review
progress, define problems and identify needed programmatic activities.
The work was Initiated In late 1974, but much of the Sea Grant legal and
ecologic programs and the Advisory Commission report was designed to
provide Input to anticipated coastal zone management efforts. Schedul
ing milestones include submission of a coastal zone management bill to
the 1976 session of the Louisiana legislature and completion of fairly
comprehensive guidelines and supporting regulations by July 1977.

Conceptually, formulation of a state coastal zone management bill is
fairly simple. Criteria must be established for drawing the coastal
zone boundary and, subsequently, delineating those areas within the
zone deserving particular attention or concern. The Institution arrange
ment or network must be elucidated and guidelines or techniques for
making approval and planning decisions established. Unfortunately, the
"engineering" details of developing the elements of this simplistic
concept often present problems.

A rationale has been established for drawing the inland boundary of
Louisiana's coastal zone. Eighteen biophysical parameters have been con
sidered in formulating boundary delineation criteria, and all legal and
cartographic issues have been examined. The various parameters actually
focused attention on the topographic slope break that characterizes the
contact between deposits of Pleistocene and Recent geologic ages—
which usually separates wetland from non-wetland environments. The
5-foot contour line forms the nearest topographic map control closely
correlatable with the Pleistocene/Recent contact. By utilizing town
ship and range lines, roads, canals, power lines, parish boundaries,
etc., a boundary line closely approximating the 5-foot contour can be
accurately delineated and referenced. A report describing the proposed
rationale—in terms of its biophysical, legal and governmental aspects-
will be published shortly and widely distributed to obtain public,
special interest and governmental comment.

In Louisiana, it is proving to be very difficult to reach a consensus
regarding criteria to be employed In identifying and delineating
areas of particular concern. This situation partially results from
the presently Incomplete status of our management plan. There is
agreement that if the guidelines developed for the general management
scheme will adequately protect certain areas or features there will be
no need to devise special rules or regulations to selectively delineate
and manage such areas or features. A final decision, therefore, can
only be made subsequent to the establishment of guidelines or regula
tions for the total management program. At present we are identifying
possible or potential areas of particular concern and considering
various selection criteria. Two lists of potential areas or features
are being compiled on the basis of (a) intuitive or perceived criteria
employed by a wide range of coastal zone publics and special interest
groups and (b) available knowledge concerning relationships between
the function of ecological systems and human impact or interest.

Coastal Louisiana can be subdivided Into seven to nine hydrologic units—
each forming a convenient entity or framework for considering various
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aspects of coastal zone management. For example, some ecologists would
contend that several entire hydrologic units should be considered areas
of particular concern—if the general management guidelines do not
adequately protect the productivity and function of the encompassed
ecosystems. We have affirmed that the general guidelines will afford
the needed protection and, therefore, an entire hydrologic unit cannot
be considered to be an area of particular concern. Within a hydrologic
unit, however, selected areas or features may deserve special treatment
because of (a) unique or exemplary natural or man-made qualities, (b)
highly stressed conditions now existing because of either natural or
human influences, or (c) recognized value at the parish, state or
national level. It is also believed that potential areas of particular
concern must exhibit a well-defined geographic boundary that does not
change on an annual or seasonal basis. If these tentative criteria
are utilized, potential areas of particular concern are almost limited
to historical and prehistoric sites; existing federal state and private
wildlife refuge and management areas; selected geologic and hydrologic
features, e.g., barrier islands, beaches, cheniers, tidal passes; and
features exhibiting high aesthetic, recreation or tourism value.

The institutional arrangement and procedure portion of a state coastal
zone management bill is the core section and requires considerable
supportive documentation. Much of this material will not be incor
porated in the bill, but adequate numbers of in-depth and executive-
summary reports concerning several topics must be available for legis
lative and public review. Topical reports include an assessment of
the present worth of the state's coastal and marine resources—and
include trend or forecast data; a description of the present institu
tional structure or procedures for managing coastal and marine resources-
including a discussion of inadequacies and need for change; an assess
ment of impact or effect of a "no-change" policy; a description of
proposed institutional arrangements and procedures—including several
alternatives and clear definition of operational, planning and research
responsibilities and liaison arrangements; an assessment of the impact
and ramifications of proposed changes; and an exposition of the legal
authority for proposed program implementation. In effect, anyone
associated with an effort to have the bill enacted must be thoroughly
cognizant of the importance of the state's marine and coastal resources,
how the present management system works, why this system is inadequate,
how it can be changed to increase benefits to the state, and the legal
authority for accomplishing needed change. In addition, it must be
recognized that effective program implementation is highly dependent
upon definitive assignment of performance and liaison responsibilities
for operational, planning, and research functions. For example, the
environmental monitoring aspects of the operational program should be
designed to provide maximum input to supportive research programs. Con
versely, research programs should not be Implemented that do not
directly support operational or decision-making needs. As it is en
tirely possible that operational, planning, and research functions may
be assigned to different agencies, it is extremely important to estab
lish explicit performance and liaison responsibilities.

Although much of the detail concerning management decision guidelines
and techniques will be incorporated in subsequently promulgated
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regulations, the act should be written in such a way chat the promulga
tion of appropriate regulations and guidelines will not be Impeded.
This requirement dictates that many regulatory specifics must be defined
prior to passage of legislation and that broad concepts of the regula
tory guidelines must be written into the act.

In developing management decision guidelines for coastal Louisiana, we
are sequentially addressing several tasks. An inventory and descrip
tion of the coastal environments and associated human activities is

required baseline information. The identification, delineation and
characterization of natural/environmental types and their ecological
structure and function are underway. The ecological structure and
function characterization is being attempted both for coastal hydro-
logic units and their component environmental types, i.e., fresh-water
swamp, fresh-water marsh, Intermediate marsh, brackish marsh, salt
marsh, natural levees, barrier islands, cheniers and beaches. The
resolution or detail of these characterizations will vary, but it is
deemed necessary to identify the common-denominator characterization
that can be achieved with existing data in order to provide a basis
for decision-making guideline development. It Is obvious that the
functions and processes that control the living resource productivity
of an area must be understood—at some level of resolution—if the

region is to be wisely managed.

An equally important inventory involves the identification and activity
analysis of use/issue categories associated with the coastal zone. In
coastal Louisiana mineral extraction, navigation/transportation, flood
control/hurricane protection, recreation/tourism, agriculture, fores
try, urban development, living resources, and wetland maintenance
comprise the major use/issue categories. Wetland maintenance is
probably the only descriptor that is not self explanatory. Approxi
mately 75 percent of Louisiana coastal wetlands are owned by five or
six private companies. Many of their activities within their wetland
holdings relate to maintaining certain water levels or flow patterns
and preventing land loss or erosion. The vastness of these holdings
dictates establishment of a separate use/issue category. Within each
of the above-mentioned categories an accurate description of asso
ciated activities, sequential nature of activities, and spatial dis
tribution of activities is needed. There is admittedly considerable
duplication of activity type within various use/issue categories.
Canallng and dredging, for example, are ubiquitous activities within
the wetlands. Nevertheless, in devising a permitting or management
scheme it is necessary to construct a framework that is meaningful to
the public and/or applicant. People identify what they propose to do
with use/issue categories and not with an activity type per se. In
addition, the assemblages of activities—both in time and space—
associated with various use/issue categories is an important concept
in environmental Impact evaluations.

The integration of information obtained in the environmental and use/
issue inventories to produce impact assessment techniques is indeed
a formidable task. It appears, however, that an analytical approach
is required that will describe impacts of activities or projects—
associated with each use/issue category—upon each environmental type
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and hydrologic unit. The descriptions or impact assessments relating
to environmental types can be readily employed at the parish (county)
level, whereas hydrologic unit assessments provide appropriate input
at the regional or state level. Political boundaries of parishes incor
porate various environmental types, but usually cut across or segment
the hydrologic units of coastal Louisiana. It is extremely difficult,
therefore, to design a system that will—at the parish level—infuse
adequate consideration of ecological factors associated with hydrologic-
unit function. It appears, therefore, that certain state override
authority must be established to deal with ecological aspects of hydro-
logic unit function and cumulative impact or effect.

Present thinking dictates development of one set of parish-level man
agement guidelines—based primarily on environmental type and use/issue
impact relations. Another set of state-level guidelines—incorporating
parish-level regulations but based primarily on hydrologic-unit func
tion and use/issue impact considerations—would also be devised. It
is further believed that the parish-level guidelines will be in the
nature of performance standards or criteria and that true evaluation
of ecosystem function considerations will be made at the state level.
This arrangement should provide the state with needed authority to
overview issues involving more than one parish and cumulative and/or
stress situations.

A state-level body must also be extremely knowledgeable regarding
various techniques or methods that may be employed to either (a) mini
mize environmental effects of operations associated with each use/
issue category or (b) maximize the productivity of each use/Issue
category. These considerations relate to the need for the establish
ment of state goals and objectives regarding the mix of activities
and level of economic productivity that is in the best interest of the
public. Such goals and objectives can be framed only in terms of
public response to various alternative futures that can be projected
for the coastal zone and the economic and environmental forecasts for
these alternative futures.

There is current debate regarding how much information on decision
making guidelines must be incorporated In a state coastal zone manage
ment bill vis-a-vis subsequent promulgation as regulations. Most
environmentalists want considerable detail incorporated in the bill;
most politicians—even sympathetic ones—believe that inordinate detail
will preclude any chance of passage. As usual, some compromise will be
necessary to achieve progress. The landmarks in Louisiana's efforts
toward coastal zone management have been noted, and the political and
technical labyrinths are all too obvious. The 1976 session of the
legislature will determine if sufficient political logrolling strength
can be marshalled to enact pertinent legislation. There is no true
grass-roots support for such legislation, and some grouping of politi
cal forces will be necessary to achieve success.

Coastal Legislation Caveats. In formulating the proposed coastal zone
bill for Louisiana and discussing the issue with diverse publics,
several caveats or watchwords have proven to be of value. Examination
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of alternatives and each section of legislation in terms of these
caveats should provide a firm foundation for legislative action.
These simple one-word caveats include complexity, cost, continuity,
content, competence, control, and coordination. The following comments
merely illustrate selected aspects of dealing with these considerations.

The complexity of the problem in terms of ecosystem function, multiple-
use considerations, and institutional arrangements must be fully appre
ciated. It must also be recognized that some complex systems operate
effectively because of poorly understood natural or historical develop
ments and that tampering with such functionally acceptable systems is
not warranted. When people are engrossed in new and complicated issues,
there is a tendency to see complexity when they turn their attention to
matters that are fairly routine or mundane. This is a bad trap to fall
into—but one that is difficult to avoid in developing coastal zone
legislation. Complexity must certainly be avoided, for example, in
establishing procedural processes for permit application and evaluation.

Cost is always a prime factor, and the basis for estimating economic
impacts and management costs must be carefully evaluated. In Louisiana,
the area of the coastal zone and the level of activity or productivity—
as well as "accepted" factors of shoreline length and total population—
must be considered in estimating program costs. Other factors being
equal, managing a coastal zone 20 to 80 miles in width will certainly
cost more than management of one a few miles in width. Although high
population densities within a coastal zone can boost management costs,
it must also be recognized that high levels of activity are not solely
associated with population concentrations. The population density In
the areas of the Louisiana coastal marshes is very low, yet more than
200 permit applications are presently processed each month.

Appreciation of the need for continuity forces recognition of problems
associated with assuring that existing agency expertise is incorporated
in any new program and bridging the time period between enactment of
legislation and actual program implementation. The transition period
between passage of a bill and the effectuation of a new program—that
may involve transferral of agency responsibilities—is an extremely
critical time. It would seem logical to have the people and agencies
presently conducting most of the activities related to coastal zone
management to continue in major roles within the new program. Politi
cal considerations, however, often defy logic, and the Louisiana
situation is further complicated by reorganization activities now
being conducted under a new state constitution. Under the new con
stitution, more than 250 separate agencies, commission, boards, and
authorities must be reorganized into no more than 20 departments. This
change in governmental structure must be carefully considered in design
ing coastal zone legislation that will, it Is hoped, focus available
expertise and permit effective new program implementation. Proponents
of coastal zone management legislation must retain flexibility in this
confused situation—and the key to flexibility may well be indecision.

Several aspects of content have already been discussed, i.e., basic
elements of a bill and inclusion of detail in the bill versus regula
tions. There are, however, related questions of political acceptability
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that must also be examined. For example, a fundamental decision must
be made to draft the bill in a manner that either defines state-level
responsibility/authority and leaves all items not specifically covered
to the discretion of the parishes or defines parish-level responsibility/
authority and leaves everything not covered in the state's purview. An
assessment must also be made of public acceptability or unacceptabillty
of zoning concepts and the level of technical sophistication that can
be Incorporated in the bill and regulations.

Competence must be carefully examined not only intrinsically but in
relation to continuity and content. It is clear that an objective
assessment should be made of the competencies of various organizations
to participate In or conduct operational, planning or research functions
in the proposed coastal zone management program. Problems arise, how
ever, when it becomes obvious that the most capable organization does
not fit into the existing power structure and there is very little
chance of timely and effective integration. It goes without saying
that the most powerful are not necessarily the most capable. Con
versely, the most technically capable groups may be unable to accom
plish anything of a practical or progressive nature. The key, of
course, is to design liaison mechanisms that will permit the required
infusion of competence Into a politically workable program.

Control deals with the parish-state and state-federal interfaces and
the associated division and assignment of authority. The federal con
sistency problem has certainly not been resolved to the satisfaction of
the coastal states, and it appears that the division of authority
between most local units of government and their respective states is
similarly unsettled. Favorable resolution of the federal consistency
problem can provide significant impetus for coastal zone legislation
in Louisiana. Much of the present footdragging or hesitancy in the
state is based—rightly or wrongly—on the feeling that it is not
worth the effort to develop a state coastal zone management program
when federal agencies will have the power to overrule state-level
decisions. Straightforward consideration and resolution of control
or authority problems is vital to program development.

Coordination is a pervasive consideration that must be examined both
within and between functional aspects of a coastal zone program.
Coordination mechanisms are needed between the various local and
state units of government that will play operational roles in per
mitting and other decision-making processes. Similar mechanisms are
needed between the organizations active within the planning and
research functions of the program. The present thinking in Louisiana
is that a single organization will not have responsibility for all
planning, research and operational functions. Consequently, close
attention must be given to coordination of these functional activities.
In addition to intra-program coordination problems, there are various
inter-program considerations—between and among state and federal
agencies—that must be addressed.

Summary and Conclusions. The evolution of coastal zone management in
Louisiana documents the need for additional knowledge concerning the
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coastal zone and increased cooperation between state agencies and uni
versities to permit more effective use of existing knowledge. Changes
in attitudes are needed in both the bureaucracy and academe. State
agencies must overcome the attitude that all university faculties con
sist of over-educated, impractical, and unresponsive scientists
incapable of efficient program management. Universities must accept
the fact that all state-agency employees are not second-rate scientists
working on mundane problems unworthy of intense scientific investiga
tion, and must adopt a more positive attitude toward applied research
and public-service programs. Attitudlnal changes can be effected by
conduct of carefully staffed, working-level cooperative programs-
coupled with the elimination of the red tape presently connected with
institutional arrangements, contractual procedures, and state civil
service regulations which work against the development of truly coopera
tive team efforts. The temporary transfer of personnel between univer
sities and state agencies should be encouraged in a manner not detri
mental to the individual's employee benefits. In addition, it should
be recognized that optimal public service by a university may be
possible only through the creation of special organizational units
outside the regular instructional-based departments.

The knowledge base must be improved. Most problems regarding the
coastal zone stem from the fact that man wants to live, work and play
there. He conducts these activities—and will probably continue to
do so—despite the frequently inhospitable nature of the zone and for
a variety of economic, psychologic and unknown reasons. An individual
usually relates readily to personal health problems, and comments on
the coastal zone couched in medical terms often provide more incisive
appreciation and insight. If the coastal zone is sick—and many
diagnosticians are of this opinion—man has transmitted the disease.
We are, unfortunately, being forced to prescribe remedies at a time
when the metabolism of coastal ecosystems is little understood. We
do not understand the physical and chemical processes active in the
coastal zone and their importance to the health of the area. We
cannot effectively predict the results of natural changes and pro
cesses and are, therefore, unable to predict the effects of man-made
changes. We still regard pollution as a cause of the disease rather
than a symptom. We lack the basic understanding and guidelines for
practicing preventive medicine.

If a favorable prognosis for the coastal zone is to be made, man must
be made to realize that he is not immune to the disease—but extremely
vulnerable, both economically and physically. Scientists must realize
that we cannot tolerate a technically perfect operation but loss of
Che patient. Scientific truths are but one aspect of a complex asso
ciation of social, economic and legal factors that demand consideration
if practical remedies are to be prescribed. Scientists and engineers
must recognize the significance of these factors. Although they can
not—and should not—make management decisions regarding the coastal
zone, they can—and must—document needs and provide capabilities and
the trained manpower that will induce and permit appropriate government
agencies to Implement and enforce programs essential for the optimum
and beneficial development of these areas and resources.
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